
2023 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Contemporary Hairstyling

Abbott Elementary

Festival

Abbott Elementary rallies together to fight the threat from Legendary Charter Schools; Ava pitches a
festival to draw parents to school and collect their signatures for a petition, but Draemond shows up with
the intention of derailing the event.

American Auto

Judgement Day

Katherine and her team make one last effort to raise the Payne stock and save their jobs by rallying behind
the launch of the Pika. When global events cause the whole market to crash, Katherine loses hope that
Payne will ever recover.

American Born Chinese

Make A Splash

In a flashback, young Sun Wukong and his best friend, Niu Mowang, attend a heavenly banquet.

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

Transference

Desperate to relinquish Lasher, Rowan reaches out to her extended Mayfair family for help. She must trust
their unique process, a sacred ritual. Sip's search for answers takes him back to the Talamasca.

Anything's Possible

Anything’s Possible is a delightfully modern Gen Z coming-of-age story that follows Kelsa, a confident high
school girl who is trans, as she navigates through senior year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on
her, he musters up the courage to ask her out.

Atlanta

Work Ethic!

One time I was gonna be an extra on this TV show but then they started asking me about Social Security
numbers and taxes and being up there at 5am. I know y’all ain’t doing that with Taraji.

Barry

Tricky Legacies

A deluded Barry lives the life he’s always wanted. John struggles with growing up isolated in the mid-west.
Sally copes with what her life has become by numbing herself with alcohol. Cousineau returns to stop a
movie that glorifies Barry and reduces Janice’s murder to an act one break.

The Bear

Braciole

Things get out of control. Carmy is faced with a decision.



Beef

The Drama Of Original Choice

Painful memories of her youth push Amy to confront her family issues and marital woes. Danny spins an
elaborate lie that leads him down a dangerous path.

Bel-Air

Excellence Is Everywhere

Will struggles on his new basketball team but is nominated for a leadership award at Bel-Air Academy,
causing friction with Carlton.

The Best Man: The Final Chapters

The Wedding

Lance finds inspiration at Quentin's wedding; Jordan questions her work-life balance; Harper makes a
decision about Unfinished Business: The Movie; Candace and Murch reframe their relationship; Robyn
searches for peace; Shelby declares war.

Better Call Saul

Saul Gone

The series finale.

The Big Door Prize

Father Reuben

A Morpho-inspired wedding leads to a big celebration that includes towns people from all walks of life who
are ready to reach for their life's potential.

The Boys

Here Comes A Candle To Light You To Bed

Homelander pushes an imprisoned Maeve to tell him where Butcher and Soldier Boy are hiding. He
threatens Starlight who baits him while live recording his threats and admissions. Soldier Boy, Butcher and
Hughie find Mindstorm who puts Butcher into a permanent dream state in which he relives his traumatic
childhood.

Bupkis

Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Seven-year-old Pete, his mom and his sister attend his aunt’s wedding just weeks after the death of his
father; his uncle Tommy steps in to be there for Pete when he needs him most; in present day, Pete
makes sure to be there for Uncle Tommy.

Citadel

The Human Enigma

Series premiere. Eight years ago, Citadel spies Mason Kane and Nadia Sinh collided with a nefarious, new
syndicate Manticore, responsible for destroying their agency. Today, Mason lives a quiet life as Kyle Conroy
with no memory until Bernard Orlick recruits him to stop Manticore from creating a new world order.

City On Fire

Scenes From Private Life

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the strain
of the many secrets they keep.



The Consultant

Friday

As Craig heads out to start his weekend, Regus corners him into grabbing a beer. At the pub, Regus insists
that Craig join him at his next stop. They go to a private club, but things escalate when Regus commits an
abduction. Elaine finds a key to the records room.

Criminal Minds: Evolution

Oedipus Wrecks

A group of criminal profilers in the FBI’s Behavioral Analysis Unit investigate crimes and find the suspect, to
prevent the next fatal strike. This case involving a sadistic UnSub who bites and bleaches the hair of his
victims. The BAU find themselves in the crosshairs of a high-powered senator.

Dave

Met Gala

Dave attends his first Met Gala, while GaTa attends his first mental health panel.

Dead Ringers

Three

The day after the birthing center’s opening night party, the board and trustees watch Elliot perform
experimental surgery to delay menopause. Beverly is assaulted with a bucket of blood. While Beverly and
Genevieve are away, Elliot spirals, leading to a drug-fueled haze that may have caused a homeless
woman’s death.

Dead To Me

We'll Find A Way

Jen juggles selling the house next door with anxiety over the FBI investigation as Judy tries to live in denial
for a little while longer.

Dear Edward

Chrysalis

The burden of being Miracle Boy weighs on Edward. Adriana helps Kojo throw a Ghanaian funeral. Dee Dee
unravels her husband’s mystery.

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Echoes

Party

Leni reconnects with old friends and realizes that Gina may be closer than she thought. Later, the whole
town shows up to the twins' birthday party.

Emily In Paris

Coo D'état

Sylvie turns on the charm when working conditions deteriorate, Mindy gets up to risqué business
backstage, and Emily makes up her mind about what's next.



Extrapolations

2068: The Going-Away Party

Auggie (Forest Whitaker) and Sylvie (Marion Cotillard) throw an intimate New Year’s Eve party where he
makes a surprise announcement.

Fatal Attraction

Caregiving

The collision course Dan set for everyone around him plays out in both the past and present.

Five Days At Memorial

Day One

Hurricane Katrina makes landfall in New Orleans. At Memorial Hospital, the doctors, nurses, and staff tend
to patients and brace for the storm.

Fleishman Is In Trouble

Free Pass

Toby meets Rachel.

Florida Man

The Realest Goddamned Place On Earth

Ex-cop Mike seizes an opportunity to pay off his gambling debts and heads to Florida, where he reunites
with his dad and makes a startling discovery.

FUBAR

Royally Flushed

Barry and Tina infiltrate a private, high-stakes card game in hopes of inching closer to Boro. Emotions boil
over when the team gets trapped in a bunker.

Ginny & Georgia

Hark! Darkness Descends!

After a sudden behavior change raises concerns among his friends, Marcus has a tearful meeting with
Ginny. Austin witnesses a terrifying scene.

Good Trouble

Life Is What Happens

Jazmin's Wedding brings the Coterie community together to celebrate love and inspires them to take a
closer look at their own relationships.

Grand Crew

Wine & Labels

Noah tries to find a new normal with Simone. Anthony realizes he doesn’t have a poker face. Sherm starts
a risky new business. And there’s wine.

Gwen Shamblin: Starving For Salvation

Based on a true story, Gwen Shamblin: Starving for Salvation stars Jennifer Grey as the controversial
megachurch founder and Christian diet guru. Shamblin preached the virtue of a slim waist and the power of
prayer for weight loss. With fame came money, power, and an iron-fisted grip on her followers.



The Handmaid's Tale

Safe

Under threat, June must find a way to keep herself and her family safe from Gilead and its violent
supporters in Toronto.

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

Jury Duty

Voir Dire

Contractor Ronald Gladden arrives for jury selection, unaware that an entirely fictional court case has been
created just for him. Everyone involved is an actor. James Marsden, playing a fictionalized version of
himself, pulls every trick in the book to weasel out of it, but is selected as an alternate.

Kaleidoscope

Green (7 Years Before The Heist)

A sobering diagnosis pushes Leo to break out of prison with help from a cellmate. After an emotional
reunion on the outside, Leo begins plotting revenge.

The L Word: Generation Q

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments. Sent on a journey to understand where they’ve gone wrong,
each of them, by the end, find they’re ready to change everything.

The Last Of Us

Long, Long Time

Doomsday prepper Bill prepares to ride out the apocalypse alone...until a mysterious stranger upends his
plans. Years later, Joel and Ellie seek Bill's guidance – and find themselves at a crossroads.

Little America

The 9th Caller

A Sri Lankan immigrant enters a Texas-sized contest to win a new car. As exhaustion sets in, she recalls
her fraught relationship with her father.

Loot

The Philanthropic Humanitarian Awards

The Wells Foundation team attends a ceremony where Molly is receiving an award for her charity work.

Lucky Hank

The Clock

Hank and Lily host the annual English department dinner. Lily has a decision to make. Hank's past
involving his troubled relationship with his father catches up to him.

Mayor Of Kingstown

Santa Jesus

Mike spends his version of a day off the grid. Ian goes to great lengths to solve a problem. Bunny has a
gift for Raphael. Milo speaks to Iris alone.



Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Never Have I Ever

…Had An Indian Boyfriend

Watching Devi struggle with a painful memory, a nervous Rhyah orders Des to keep his distance. Paxton
enlists Eleanor's help to break some news to Trent.

The Night Agent

Fathoms

With assassins hot on their trail, Peter and Rose split up en route to the White House. A shocking discovery
quickly puts their lives in jeopardy.

9-1-1: Lone Star

Double Trouble

The 126 race to rescue a woman with an arrow shot into her head. Judd is doubly surprised by news Wyatt
shares. Mateo helps a family member in need and comes to regret it.

Not Okay

Friendless twenty-something photo editor finds followers and fame after posing as a survivor of a deadly
terrorist attack. She soon learns that the online notoriety she craved comes with a price.

Only Murders In The Building

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it??? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

The Other Two

Cary Becomes Somewhat Of A Name

Cary learns the benefits of self-tapes, and the drawbacks of not being a name. After leaving her job,
Brooke faces the cruel reality of a life as a regular person. Pat goes to extreme lengths to spend time with
her family.

The Outlaws

Episode Six

Out of options and time, the outlaws must take extreme measures. But with the eyes of the public and the
police on them, can they together pull off the con to end all cons?

P-Valley

Snow

The Pynk family shows up and shows out, giving folks a night they won’t ever forget...

Paul T. Goldman

The Warrior

With the show’s release approaching, Paul is presented with a new perspective that challenges his story.

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin

Backpfeifengesicht

When Bumper Allen gets a chance to pursue his dreams of becoming a pop star, he abandons his life
working as a security guard and moves to Berlin.



Poker Face

The Orpheus Syndrome

When Arthur, a reclusive former special effects artist unearths a decades old project to find closure from
the guilt of a fatal on-set accident, he discovers that it was no accident and that his former partner Laura is
responsible. Charlie, Arthur’s new assistant, is left to unravel Laura’s deadly cover-up.

The Power

Baptism

As opponents of EOD pose an increasing threat, those who have the Power look to each other for strength,
protection and new leadership.

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Quantum Leap

Judgment Day

Ben’s final leap of the season takes him closer to home than he ever expected. The team faces the
ultimate showdown with Leaper X as they battle for the future of the Quantum Leap project and their lives.

Queer As Folk

Sacrilege

Bussey throws a transformative party to reclaim Babylon; Mingus performs again; Bussey, Brodie, Ruthie,
Shar and Brenda make decisions that will change the course of their lives.

Rabbit Hole

The Person In Your Ear

Weir is in go-mode to unveil the truth behind Valence's shocking death and enlists Hailey’s help to exploit a
member of Crowley’s network. Edward Homm may finally be ready to cooperate. Weir's ex-wife is dragged
back into his world of secrets, and we see a new side of The Intern.

Rap Sh!t

Something For The Road

After the show, Mia and Shawna find themselves questioning the group’s future. Later, Mia forms an
unexpected connection, while Shawna considers an offer.

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Reasonable Doubt

So Ambitious

Sixteen years earlier, a bright-eyed Jax is in her public defender days when she meets Damon for the first
time.

The Recruit

N.L.T.S.Y.P.

While scrambling to learn how to navigate the high-stakes world of international espionage, Owen attempts
to track down classified information on Max.



The Rehearsal

Pretend Daddy

The aftermath of a birthday party causes Nathan to re-evaluate his entire project.

Reservation Dogs

Offerings

With a letter from Daniel, Willie Jack seeks guidance from the past.

The Resort

The Disappointment Of Time

Emma and Noah, a couple that’s become complacent in their relationship, celebrate their 10-year
anniversary in Mexico; the all-inclusive vacation takes a wild turn after Emma finds an old cellphone in the
jungle.

Riches

Forgive, Maybe. Forget, Never

A light at the end of the tunnel emerges as Alesha, Gus and Wanda finally get Stephen’s safe open, though
Alesha is baffled by what she finds. On the back of Alesha’s discovery, Claudia rushes home. With Simon,
Nina confronts Oyin. With the thief revealed, Nina goes after the culprit.

Run Sweetheart Run

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a monstrous
and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk) in this terrifying dark thriller.

Servant

Boo

Sean sees Leanne’s true colors while she hunts her enemies on Halloween.

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Will You Be My Girlfriend?

Bela scrambles to expand The Foxy’s reach ahead of its release. Jackson invites Kimberly to a study
session. Canaan asks Whitney to be his girlfriend… but she already thought they were dating. Leighton gets
called out.

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this hilarious, adrenaline-fueled adventure
as Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Shrinking

Imposter Syndrome

At Alice’s urging, Jimmy agrees to host a party. Gaby struggles with her post-divorce libido. Liz
recommends medical marijuana to Paul.

Slip

The Wife

Mae has lived with Elijah for thirteen years. Their romance is at a standstill around Elijah wanting a child.
Mae has a one-night stand with Eric, and realizes she entered a parallel universe in which she and Eric
married, and her life with Elijah is gone.



Slow Horses

Cicada

Louisa makes her move on Pashkin. Catherine makes moves of a different kind when she plays high-stakes
chess with a sinister stranger.

Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis) and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Something From Tiffany's

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. In the holiday romance Something From
Tiffany’s, one woman’s life is forever changed by an engagement ring meant for someone else.

Succession

Tailgate Party

Hoping to work the angles on the GoJo deal, Kendall and Roman ask Shiv to invite a political insider to the
pre-election day party. Later, Connor considers adjusting his political ambitions after receiving intel from
the Mencken team, while Kendall and Roman catch wind of a potentially fortuitous Matsson scandal.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer Love

The debutante ball is here, but Belly’s big night is almost ruined when Jeremiah learns the secret his
mother has been keeping all summer. When Belly’s left alone on the dance floor, someone else steps in to
save the day.

Surface

It Comes In Waves

A risky choice lands Sophie in the throes of a hallucinogenic trip that makes her question what kind of
person she really is—or was.

Swarm

Honey

Dre, now a stripper in Tennessee, is looking for Reggie Wilkins who posted awful tweets about Marissa and
Ni’Jah. Stripper Hailey pays the ultimate price for befriending Dre. Later, while driving with her fellow
strippers, Dre’s car breaks down and Reggie comes to their rescue, much to his own peril.

Ted Lasso

So Long, Farewell

Season Finale. AFC Richmond play their final match of the season.

Three Pines

White Out - Part 1

Gamache earns the displeasure of General Director Francoeur when he ignores his superior’s orders and
begins investigating the disappearance of Blue Two-Rivers. As a punishment, he’s dispatched to the remote
village of Three Pines to investigate the murder of a wealthy socialite named CC de Poitiers.

Tiny Beautiful Things

The Nose

A furious Rae tells Clare and Danny she doesn't want to go back to school, prompting Clare to remember
her own college experience - and why she never got her degree.



Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan

Moscow Rules

In Moscow, Jack teams with Luka to expose the high-ranking cabal members within the government who
are now orchestrating the secret Sokol plan.

Truth Be Told

Unto The Sweet Bird’s Throat

Poppy focuses her next podcast on the neglected issue of missing Black girls in Oakland as she tries to
locate a friend’s teen daughter.

The Umbrella Academy

Wedding At The End Of The World

With the universe collapsing around them, the gang gathers for a day of romance, awkwardness and
debauchery at the Hotel Obsidian.

Unprisoned

Are You My Mother Wound?

Having her dad back in her life forces Paige to confront her mother wound – which leads to the ultimate
housewarming dinner that devolves into a fierce competition for her love.

Up Here

Special

Miguel pursues a promising lead and Lindsay meets a childhood hero, as they both confront the new
realities of their evolving relationship.

The Upshaws

Heart Matters

An unexpected crisis puts the family on edge and forces Regina to take a pause. Meanwhile, Lucretia and
Bennie handle responsibilities at home.

Vampire Academy

Ascension

The citizens of the Dominion must come together to face their greatest threat yet; Rose and Lissa make a
fateful decision.

The Watcher

Welcome, Friends

Soon after the Brannock family moves into their dream home, the receive a threatening letter from a
mysterious sender — and suffer an unexpected loss.

The Watchful Eye

Save New York

Similar to a Hitchcock movie, a who done it script. The Nannie’s past and present committing suicide or
murder. Located in a very wealthy mansion of upper-class New Yorkers. The drama behind the scenes in
this captivating suspenseful mystery is addictive.



Wedding Season

Episode 1.7

Katie and Stefan have made it to Texas, disguised as wedding dress fitters to infiltrate a massive crime
family wedding, with a plan to extract a confession from the real killer. But they reveal more than either
bargained for.

The White Lotus

Abductions

After admitting their marriage needs work, Ethan grows suspicious of Harper and Cameron. As they look
forward to a lavish party at Quentin’s Palermo estate, Tanya warns Portia about Jack. Meanwhile, the Di
Grassos go search for distant Sicilian relatives, but Dominic bristles when Albie invites Lucia as their
translator.

Yellowjackets

Storytelling

Everything’s about to get really wild(erness), and we’re so excited and so, so scared to find out who paid
attention to what lessons and when. So, on the count of three, you may pick up your pencil, open your
testing booklet, and start this finale exam. One… Two… Season finale.

Yellowstone

Tall Drink Of Water

Beth heads to Salt Lake City to take care of unfinished business; a trap is set for Jamie; Kayce makes an
important decision for his family.

You

She's Not There

Torn between his dark side and good intentions, Joe works to right his wrongs. After attempting to help
Phoebe, Kate faces her father - and hard truths.

Your Honor

Part Fourteen

Michael gets invited to Jimmy Baxter’s 50th birthday party. There, he witnesses the return of gangster
Carmine Conti, the father of Gina. Eugene makes a selfless decision to repay Little Mo for his kindness, but
his good deed threatens to expose massive corruption.

End of Category



Outstanding Period And/Or Character Hairstyling

Acapulco

Hollywood Nights

Diane‘s past catches up with her as Las Colinas hosts the wrap party for a big Hollywood movie. Maximo
faces a moral dilemma.

American Horror Stories

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

American Horror Story: NYC

Requiem 1981/1987: Part 1

As vitality expires, two old friends are led through unique journeys of retrospection.

Andor

Announcement

As the Empire reels from the impact of the Aldhani heist, Senator Mon Mothma is more exposed than ever.
After a reality check from Luthen, she orchestrates a bold move to financially secure the Rebellion’s future
at a cocktail party at her home on Coruscant.

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

The Thing Lay Still

The vampire family plans to leave town after a big Mardi Gras ball. Claudia and Louis operate outside of
Lestat's knowledge. In Dubai, Louis reveals a new element to the interview that changes everything.

BMF

New Beginnings

Meech and Terry finally handle Detective Bryant, Lamar, and B-Mickie before charting the next big step for
BMF’s expansion, which will change the course of their relationship forever.

Carnival Row

New Dawn

When Philo plots to challenge Jonah's hereditary claim to the Chancellorship, Vignette intervenes.

Chucky

Chucky Actually

Back in Hackensack for the holidays, the 3 Amigos receive a special gift. Tiffany plots her escape.

The Crown

Mou Mou

In 1946, an Egyptian street vendor finds inspiration in the abdicated King Edward. Years later, he eagerly
tries to integrate into British High Society.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Lionel

As Jeff awaits trial, his father deals with his own demons, the Milwaukee police try to save face and the
victims' families share their stories.



Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 8: Looks Like We Made It

Newly married Daisy returns to LA with Nicky who joins her on the Aurora tour. As the tour continues,
tension and hostility build between Billy and Daisy. Her drug use and drinking continue to spiral, leading to
a near overdose. Meanwhile the band finally learns about Karen and Graham’s relationship.

Documentary Now!

Soldier Of Illusion Part 1 (1983)

In the early 1980s, a visionary German filmmaker tries to will his magnum opus into existence while
working in the remote, punishing conditions of the Russian Ular mountains.

1899

The Ship

Maura helps a pregnant woman. The captain makes a brave decision after receiving a message from a lost
ship — and discovers something mind-bending.

Firefly Lane

Reborn On The Fourth Of July

While celebrating their own freedom on Independence Day, Tully and Kate learn time and again that
relying on each other may not be so bad after all.

Flowers In The Attic: The Origin

Part Three: The Murderer

After a devastating loss that will haunt her forever, Olivia finds both her son and daughter in forbidden
relationships. She opposes their unions, but as she tries to hold on, more destruction pushes her further to
her breaking point. Finally, blood is on her hands.

A Friend Of The Family

The Great Deceiver

Jan goes missing again and the FBI’s hands are tied, but the Brobergs press on in their search for answers;
the case takes a heavy toll on Pete as he digs deeper into B.’s past; Jan learns to blend in a strange new
environment.

George & Tammy

Two Story House

Post-divorce, Tammy’s finds herself at the top of the charts, while George finds himself at the bottom of a
glass. By pouring his sorrow into song, George finds career resurrection, just as Tammy orchestrates a
reunion tour…and makes a major decision that will change her life, and everybody else’s.

Ghosts

Whodunnit

Sam, Jay and the ghosts go into detective mode when Sam’s podcast editor gives her one last episode to
wrap up Alberta’s murder. Also, Trevor, Flower and Pete discover an email from a Nigerian prince asking
for help.

Godfather Of Harlem

Angel Of Death

Bumpy and Colombo face off for control of the heroin trade when Monsieur 98 returns to bring in the next
shipment. Omar makes a romantic appeal to Elise. Pettigrew discovers cocaine through his love affair with
a Cuban woman.



Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

Or At The High School Dance

The Pink Ladies must team up with Susan to get the school dance they envisioned approved by the PTA.
When nothing goes as planned, secrets are revealed, leading to major consequences.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

Dreams In The Witch House

Years after his twin sister's death, a researcher ventures into a dark, mysterious realm with the aid of a
special drug, determined to bring her back.

Hello Tomorrow!

The Numbers Behind The Numbers

Turning the greatest setback of your career into your greatest opportunity is the mark of a true winner.

High School

Hello, I’m Right Here

As Tegan and Sara begin writing songs together, they grow closer in a completely new way. Feeling cast
aside, Maya tells off Tegan in the school parking lot. Sara bumps into Phoebe. Wanting to spend time with
her again, Sara asks Simone to put Phoebe’s mother at ease about them.

House Of The Dragon

We Light The Way

Daemon pays a long overdue visit to his wife in the Vale. After losing favor with the king, Otto lays out
harsh realities for Alicent – who later seeks the truth about the rumors surrounding Rhaenyra. At High
Tide, Viserys and Rhaenyra broker agreements with Lord Corlys and Ser Laenor.

Hunters

Buenos Aires

Jonah convinces Millie bring The Hunters back together for one last mission – their most important hunt of
all. After The Hunters land in South America, they are soon imperiled by a dangerous foe. In New York
City, Meyer Offerman gets closer to unearthing the whereabouts of a former Nazi.

The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

A League Of Their Own

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Adrift

Elrond attempts to barter for mithril, but King Durin declines, leading to a clash between King and Prince.
After the volcanic eruption, Queen Regent Míriel has lost her sight, Elendil learns of Isildur’s death and The
Southlands, now under Adar’s rule, becomes Mordor. Three malevolent beings search for The Stranger.



Love & Death

Encounters

As their affair continues, Candy fears that she and Allan are at risk of breaking their first rule – no feelings.
Later, Candy bristles at news that Allan and Betty have signed up for a Christian marriage retreat.

The Mandalorian

Chapter 19: The Convert

On Coruscant, Dr. Penn Pershing, an ex-Imperial scientist who served under Moff Gideon, navigates a new
life in the New Republic amnesty program. Din Djarin proves his redemption after his pilgrimage to
Mandalore and the Armorer welcomes Bo-Katan - who also bathed in the Living Waters - into the covert.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

A House Full Of Extremely Lame Horses

Abe makes trouble at Ethan’s school when told that Ethan’s a low-scoring student. Midge fumes after
failing to land an appearance on Jack Paar’s show. Sitcom star Danny Stevens infuriates Gordon when he
offers Midge a writing job. A flashforward reveals that Rose’s matchmaking business is failing despite
Midge’s backing.

My Best Friend's Exorcism

In this darkly comedic horror-thriller set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen
(Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

1923

Nothing Left To Lose

The feud between Whitfield, Banner, and the Duttons reaches the point of no return. Spencer and
Alexandra encounter a different kind of peril on their passenger ship home. Marshalls track Teonna, who
finds a rare respite of hope.

The Orville: New Horizons

Future Unknown

A celebration is underway aboard the ship on the season three finale of The Orville: New Horizons.

The Peripheral

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.

Perry Mason

Chapter Twelve

Paul seeks Clara’s counsel as he grapples with his latest discovery while Della escapes with Anita to Palm
Springs for a much-needed reprieve. Then, Paul’s explosive revelation blows a massive hole in Rafael and
Mateo’s story, leading Perry to question his clients’ innocence and Della to double-down on the case.

Peter Pan & Wendy

Peter Pan and Wendy introduces Wendy, a young girl afraid to leave her home behind, who meets Peter
Pan, a boy who refuses to grow up. Alongside her brothers and Tinker Bell, she travels to the world of
Neverland. There she encounters Captain Hook and embarks on a thrilling adventure.



Physical

Don’t You Say It’s Over

Season Finale. With Sheila and Greta embarking on a new endeavor, Danny wants what he thinks he
deserves.

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

Prey

An action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the newest entry in the Predator franchise
about a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly evolved alien predator with a
technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Crown Jewels

Charlotte demands a declaration from George ahead of the future king's arrival. Lady Danbury and Princess
Augusta cross swords over the Great Experiment.

The Sandman

The Sound Of Her Wings

Feeling a bit rudderless, Morpheus shadows his hard-working big sister, who offers him advice and
encourages him to reconnect with an old acquaintance.

Schmigadoon!

Welcome To Schmicago

Feeling joyless in the real world, Josh and Melissa attempt to return to Schmigadoon but instead find
themselves in the darker world of Schmicago.

See

This Land Is Your Land

Wren arrives in Pennsa and shares information about Tormada’s plans. Tamacti Jun tries once more to
quell the Witchfinders’ insurgency.

Shadow And Bone

Ni Weh Sesh (I Have No Heart)

Alina and Mal's journey to locate the elusive third amplifier leads to shocking revelations. The Crows run
into trouble while breaking and entering.

A Small Light

The Butterfly

Miep is forced to choose between her morals and her best friend while the Franks celebrate Hanukkah in
The Annex. As Jan’s involvement with The Resistance deepens, he must lie to protect the person he loves
the most.

Snowfall

Charnel House

Teddy and Franklin close in on each other. Gustavo runs out of time.



A Spy Among Friends

Snow

Elliott and Lily fear that no one can be trusted. They must get to Blunt before anyone else to interrogate
him and confirm their suspicions.

Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced as the saga of Star Trek: The Next Generation
comes to a conclusion.

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

Tom Jones (Masterpiece)

Episode 3

A reimagined tale of an illegitimate young man’s love for a beautiful heiress. Solly McLeod stars as Tom,
Sophie Wilde as Sophia, his true love and Hannah Waddingham as the iconic seductress Lady Bellaston.
The ensemble brings 18th-century England to life with its passion, prejudice and loose morals.

Vikings: Valhalla

The Web Of Fate

Olaf lands in a terrible position after Forkbeard invades Kattegat. In hiding, Freydis and Harald must decide
whether to fight for the throne or flee.

Waco: The Aftermath

Truths And Consequences

In the wake of the deadly siege at Waco, FBI negotiator Gary Noesner contends with finger pointing, and
his own guilt. With national tensions flying high, the surviving Branch Davidians arrive in court where their
trial is set to begin.

A Waltons Thanksgiving

The Walton family enthusiastically prepares for the annual Harvest Festival Fair on Walton's Mountain in
1934, but a young boy's arrival dramatically changes their lives.

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the unexaggerated true story about the greatest musician and sex
symbol of our time. With Evan Rachel Wood, Rainn Wilson, and a cast of thousands.

Welcome To Chippendales

Leeches

While Nick takes the Big Apple by storm, Steve is back in LA staring down a discrimination lawsuit.
Jealousy flares when Nick becomes a media darling -- and the face of the brand.



Westworld

Generation Loss

Should auld acquaintance be forgot and days of auld lang syne?

What We Do In The Shadows

The Night Market

The vampires take a trip to the secret Night Market, where all the supernatural creatures gather to barter
and haggle.

White House Plumbers

The Beverly Hills Burglary

Disgraced former CIA Agent E. Howard Hunt and eccentric former FBI agent G. Gordon Liddy are recruited
by the Nixon White House to destroy the reputation of Pentagon Papers leaker Daniel Ellsberg. They call
themselves The Plumbers, because their job is to fix leaks.

The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Ballads, Brawlers And Bloodied Blades

A tavern brawl puts Éile on a collision course with destiny, emotions get the best of Fjall after a close call,
and a royal betrayal leads to bloodshed.

End of Category



Outstanding Contemporary Makeup (Non-Prosthetic)

Abbott Elementary

Festival

Abbott Elementary rallies together to fight the threat from Legendary Charter Schools; Ava pitches a
festival to draw parents to school and collect their signatures for a petition, but Draemond shows up with
the intention of derailing the event.

American Born Chinese

Make A Splash

In a flashback, young Sun Wukong and his best friend, Niu Mowang, attend a heavenly banquet.

American Horror Stories

Bloody Mary

A group of teenage girls are horrified to learn that every wish has a price.

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

The Thrall

Trapped in the First Street House, Rowan and Sip must confront its many mysteries in order to escape.
Rowan grapples with an inconceivable offer. Sip's sister Odette makes a horrifying discovery.

Anything's Possible

Anything’s Possible is a delightfully modern Gen Z coming-of-age story that follows Kelsa, a confident high
school girl who is trans, as she navigates through senior year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on
her, he musters up the courage to ask her out.

Bad Sisters

Going Rogue

The sisters get a heartbreaking reality check. Matt steps up as Thomas begins to crumble.

Barry

The Wizard

Barry tries to justify killing Cousineau in the eyes of God. Sally has a breakdown and goes looking for Barry
in LA. Cousineau uses his notoriety to kill the Barry movie. Fuches, released from prison, has become The
Raven. Hank has legitimized Nohobal Enterprises. Jim Moss captures Barry.

The Bear

Review

A bad day in the kitchen. Tensions rise.

Beef

Figures Of Light

The consequences of their actions leave Danny and Amy in a surreal situation that tests their grasp on
reality.

Bel-Air

Don’t Look Back

The Banks family comes together for the announcement of the Founder's Award; Will embraces moving
forward in an unexpected way.



The Best Man: The Final Chapters

The Wedding

Lance finds inspiration at Quentin's wedding; Jordan questions her work-life balance; Harper makes a
decision about Unfinished Business: The Movie; Candace and Murch reframe their relationship; Robyn
searches for peace; Shelby declares war.

Better Call Saul

Point And Shoot

An unexpected visitor forces Jimmy and Kim to face the consequences of their actions.

The Big Door Prize

Giorgio

The Potential Fund gala gives Giorgio an opportunity to get closer to Cass. Dusty comes to a realization.

The Boys

Barbary Coast

The Boys visit Grace and Ryan; Butcher, secretly suffering from the effects of V24, wants answers about
Grace’s time in Nicaragua with Soldier Boy. Starlight threatens to release the flight video; Homelander
taunts that he’ll annihilate everything in his path. Little Nina demands that Frenchie reveal where Cherie is
hiding.

Bupkis

Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Seven-year-old Pete, his mom and his sister attend his aunt’s wedding just weeks after the death of his
father; his uncle Tommy steps in to be there for Pete when he needs him most; in present day, Pete
makes sure to be there for Uncle Tommy.

The Calling

The Pursuers

Avi pursues suspects in the bomb threat case, but every lead complicates the investigation; Elisabeth
Serra’s backstory is revealed; Earl digs deeper into the Holts’ involvement.

Citadel

Tell Her Everything

After the shocking revelation of Abby’s former identity, we learn of the past entanglements between
Mason, Nadia and Celeste, and a horrific decision that reverberates still today. Meanwhile, Nadia and Kyle
land at the Manticore compound in Morocco and risk their lives to free their fellow spy.

City On Fire

We Have Met The Enemy, And He Is Us

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the strain
of the many secrets they keep.

Cobra Kai

Head Of The Snake

A fight night erupts in the Valley as Johnny, Daniel, Chozen and their students summon all their skills and
strength to expose Terry and take him down.



The Consultant

Hammer

Season finale. While Regus targets his next enterprise, Mr. Sang’s Jungle Odyssey hits the market with
notable numbers, an achievement celebrated at CompWare’s office party. Patrice wants his ten thousand
dollars, but Regus threatens him, and he leaves. Craig, demanding to know where Patti is, confronts Regus
with a sledgehammer.

Criminal Minds: Evolution

True Conviction

The aftermath of the explosion threatens to end the Sicarius case unless the BAU can justify a reason to
keep it open. The hunt takes them to a death row inmate - but is he a killer or another one of Sicarius'
victims?

Dave

Harrison Ave

Back in his hometown of Philadelphia, Dave grapples with his romantic origin story - both in his art, and in
real life.

Dead Ringers

Three

The day after the birthing center’s opening night party, the board and trustees watch Elliot perform
experimental surgery to delay menopause. Beverly is assaulted with a bucket of blood. While Beverly and
Genevieve are away, Elliot spirals, leading to a drug-fueled haze that may have caused a homeless
woman’s death.

The Diplomat

Lambs In The Dark

At Winfield, President Rayburn's plans in the Gulf have the staff on edge as tensions between a determined
Hal and a strong-willed Kate come to a head.

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Don't Make Me Go

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on an
unforgettable cross country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the
unexpected twists and turns life has in store.

Echo 3

Flyaway

In the aftermath of a joyous wedding gone awry, the bride goes missing in South America and the military
men in her family vow to find her.

Echoes

Gina

Painful memories resurface for Gina as she reflects on her childhood with Leni, bringing new revelations to
light.



Emily In Paris

What's It All About...

With Savoir spiraling into chaos, Emily reaches out to a former colleague for help. But an attempted
détente during a glitzy gala quickly goes south.

Extraordinary

The Jen Show

Everyone over the age of eighteen has a superpower but Jen. Adrift in a confusing world and armed with a
bit of hope and a lot of desperation, Jen begins her journey to find her maybe-superpower. In doing so,
she might discover the joy of being just kind of ok.

Extrapolations

2068: The Going-Away Party

Auggie (Forest Whitaker) and Sylvie (Marion Cotillard) throw an intimate New Year’s Eve party where he
makes a surprise announcement.

Fatal Attraction

Caregiving

The collision course Dan set for everyone around him plays out in both the past and present.

Five Days At Memorial

45 Dead

State investigators begin to explore what happened to the 45 people found dead at Memorial in the
aftermath of the hurricane.

Florida Man

Please Don't Wake Up

Iris receives a tempting offer. A fed-up Moss seeks answers. With Mike's words weighing on her, Patsy
attempts to pull a risky move at the hospital.

From

Pas De Deux

Tensions run high at Colony House when word of the coming food shortage leaks out. Kristi catches
Marielle in a devastating lie. Boyd seeks out help as his mental and physical state continue to worsen. A
night at the clinic takes a terrifying and unexpected turn.

FUBAR

That's It And That's All

With the clock ticking, Luke and Emma make tough choices to finish the mission and stay alive. A big day
for the Brunner family spirals out of control.

Ginny & Georgia

Let Us Serenade The Sh*t Out Of You

Georgia insists on going to Ginny's therapy session, where raw truths emerge. Gil pushes his way into
Austin's life and Georgia finds cause to celebrate.



The Good Fight

The End Of Ginni

Ri'Chard, Diane and Elsbeth Tascioni are hired to negotiate a push-nup for a husband and wife trying to
determine fair compensation for childbirth. A challenge is presented when the unborn fetus also gains
representation in court. Marissa gets a gun after her near death experience and grows wary of strangers.

Goodnight Mommy

Twin brothers arrive at their Mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.

Grand Crew

Wine & Children

Nicky and Noah find out their dad has a new boo. Anthony and Fay look after Wyatt’s plants while he’s
away. Sherm dates a mommy. And there’s wine.

Gwen Shamblin: Starving For Salvation

Based on a true story, Gwen Shamblin: Starving for Salvation stars Jennifer Grey as the controversial
megachurch founder and Christian diet guru. Shamblin preached the virtue of a slim waist and the power of
prayer for weight loss. With fame came money, power, and an iron-fisted grip on her followers.

The Handmaid's Tale

Ballet

June struggles to move on with her life in Toronto. Serena plans an elaborate memorial. Aunt Lydia and
Janine prepare Esther for her first posting as a Handmaid.

Harlem

Fall Back To Rumspringa Forward

Camille, Quinn, Tye and Angie embark on a much-needed Girls Trip.

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

How I Met Your Father

The Welcome Protocol

Val takes Sophie to a work event so they can party all night with the rich and famous; Jesse wants to
introduce the friends to a new girl he's seeing, forcing them to spring into action and invoke the Welcome
Protocol.

Jury Duty

Voir Dire

Contractor Ronald Gladden arrives for jury selection, unaware that an entirely fictional court case has been
created just for him. Everyone involved is an actor. James Marsden, playing a fictionalized version of
himself, pulls every trick in the book to weasel out of it, but is selected as an alternate.

Kaleidoscope

Yellow (6 Weeks Before The Heist)

Leo assembles a team to steal billions in bonds from an impenetrable vault in New York City. Their first
task: Secure seed money in the Diamond District.



The L Word: Generation Q

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments. Sent on a journey to understand where they’ve gone wrong,
each of them, by the end, find they’re ready to change everything.

The Last Of Us

Long, Long Time

Doomsday prepper Bill prepares to ride out the apocalypse alone...until a mysterious stranger upends his
plans. Years later, Joel and Ellie seek Bill's guidance – and find themselves at a crossroads.

Loot

The Silver Moon Summit

Season Finale. At the Silver Moon Summit in Corsica, Molly must make a choice between her past and her
future.

Love Accidentally

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Manifest

Inversion Illusion

As the Stones race to find the Omega Sapphire, Ben finds hope in a Calling that reunites him with a
familiar face; Zeke faces a difficult choice.

Mayor Of Kingstown

The Pool

Mike increases pressure on Evelyn to honor her side of the deal before another unexpected event at tent
city. Bunny worries Mike has lost control. Mariam attempts an act of good will.

Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

The Night Agent

Fathers

With lives at stake, the group tries to stop a nefarious plot before it's too late. In the aftermath, Peter
confronts the past and begins a new chapter.

9-1-1

What's Your Fantasy?

118 comes to the rescue at the Renaissance Faire. Buck is tasked with babysitting Jee-Yun while Maddie
and Chimney look for a new home. Eddie and Carla prepare Christopher for his first prom.

9-1-1: Lone Star

Sellouts

Tommy goes paramedic crew-to-crew against her former employer, private contractors Paragon Medics.
Owen hits it off with a beautiful woman he meets at a fundraiser.



Only Murders In The Building

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it??? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

The Other Two

Cary & Brooke Go To An AIDS Play

As Cary tries to take control of his relationship by making in-roads with Lucas’s representation, Brooke is
pulled back into her manager role when Chase falls for a normal girl.

Outer Banks

Tapping The Rudder

Rafe lays his cards on the table and Sarah calls in two favors. JJ's unorthodox plan to get to South America
lands John B in hot water.

P-Valley

Snow

The Pynk family shows up and shows out, giving folks a night they won’t ever forget...

Party Down

Once Upon A Time 'Proms Away' Prom-otional Event

Lydia, worried that daughter Escapade missed her childhood, plans a prom promotional event for her new
movie. Meanwhile, Ron schemes to impress a studio PR bigwig who could make or break Party Down.

Paul T. Goldman

The Warrior

With the show’s release approaching, Paul is presented with a new perspective that challenges his story.

Poker Face

Time Of The Monkey

While working at a retirement home, Charlie bonds with two rebellious older ladies who may be connected
to the death of a brand-new resident. The decedent’s FBI case officer informs Charlie that he was in the
witness protection program, and that her new besties are domestic terrorists and convicted felons.

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Quantum Leap

Judgment Day

Ben’s final leap of the season takes him closer to home than he ever expected. The team faces the
ultimate showdown with Leaper X as they battle for the future of the Quantum Leap project and their lives.

Queer As Folk

Sacrilege

Bussey throws a transformative party to reclaim Babylon; Mingus performs again; Bussey, Brodie, Ruthie,
Shar and Brenda make decisions that will change the course of their lives.



Rabbit Hole

Tom

Homm begins to unravel how Intaverse ties in with Crowley's master plan as Crowley's forces start to close
in. Hailey tries in vain to get Weir, who is continually distracted by the puzzle of Valence’s death, to trust
her. Agent Madi investigates Liv for possible clues. Ben has a secret.

Rain Dogs

The Small World Of Florian Selby

Costello goes on an underwhelming date, while Iris confides in Gloria. After an old acquaintance from
prison demands restitution, Selby comes to Costello with a proposition.

Rap Sh!t

Something For The Road

After the show, Mia and Shawna find themselves questioning the group’s future. Later, Mia forms an
unexpected connection, while Shawna considers an offer.

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Reasonable Doubt

So Ambitious

16 years earlier, we meet a bright-eyed Jax in her public defender days when she meets Damon for the
first time.

The Recruit

Y.D.E.K.W.Y.D.

Owen's crash course in CIA protocols continues as he negotiates with Max, goes on a date with a co-worker
and contends with a hostile agency employee.

The Rehearsal

Pretend Daddy

The aftermath of a birthday party causes Nathan to re-evaluate his entire project.

Reservation Dogs

Wide Net

The Aunties let loose while at their yearly IHS conference.

The Resort

La Pubertad del Matrimonio

Emma, Noah, Baltasar and Luna follow a lead into the Yucatán jungle, hoping to find the passage sought
by Sam and Violet.

Samaritan

Thirteen year old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.



School Spirits

Grave The Last Dance

Amongst the sparkly lights of Split River's Homecoming Dance, Operation Find Maddie's Killer goes into
overdrive leading to surprising revelations.

Servant

Boo

Sean sees Leanne’s true colors while she hunts her enemies on Halloween.

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this hilarious, adrenaline-fueled adventure
as Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Shrinking

Closure

Season Finale. As Brian’s wedding approaches, Alice takes issue with how Jimmy is living his life. Liz learns
a secret.

Slip

The Wife

Mae has lived with Elijah for thirteen years. Their romance is at a standstill around Elijah wanting a child.
Mae has a one-night stand with Eric, and realizes she entered a parallel universe in which she and Eric
married, and her life with Elijah is gone.

So Help Me Todd

Against All Todds

Todd gets caught up in a scheme orchestrated by Veronica, his former partner, which might potentially
land him in prison on a felony charge.

Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis) and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Something From Tiffany's

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. In the holiday romance Something From
Tiffany’s, one woman’s life is forever changed by an engagement ring meant for someone else.

Sprung

Chapter Nine

Season finale. The heist gets moved up. The crew must keep Congresswoman Tackleberry in a Wi-Fi dead
zone while they deplete her bank account, delaying any email notifications of changed passwords. Jack and
Gloria impersonate FBI agents, tie up Tackleberry’s aide Collin so Jack can replace him as her driver.

Star Trek: Picard

Võx

A devastating revelation about Jack alters the course of Picard's life - and uncovers a truth that threatens
every soul in the Federation. Picard and his crew race to save the galaxy from annihilation - at a gut-
wrenching cost.



Succession

Church And State

As the family girds themselves for an emotional funeral, Kendall finds himself at odds with Rava … and
inopportune news from Jess. Later, Shiv tries to reposition herself within a new political landscape, as
Kendall rallies supporters to his side.

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer Love

The debutante ball is here, but Belly’s big night is almost ruined when Jeremiah learns the secret his
mother has been keeping all summer. When Belly’s left alone on the dance floor, someone else steps in to
save the day.

Surface

It Comes In Waves

A risky choice lands Sophie in the throes of a hallucinogenic trip that makes her question what kind of
person she really is—or was.

Swarm

Honey

Dre, now a stripper in Tennessee, is looking for Reggie Wilkins who posted awful tweets about Marissa and
Ni’Jah. Stripper Hailey pays the ultimate price for befriending Dre. Later, while driving with her fellow
strippers, Dre’s car breaks down and Reggie comes to their rescue, much to his own peril.

The Terminal List

The Engram

Series premiere. After the murder of his entire platoon, Navy SEAL Commander James Reece returns home
with conflicting memories and questions about his culpability. When James is attacked by two assassins
during an MRI, the gun they use is from his safe. He races home to check on his family.

Three Pines

White Out - Part 1

Gamache earns the displeasure of General Director Francoeur when he ignores his superior’s orders and
begins investigating the disappearance of Blue Two-Rivers. As a punishment, he’s dispatched to the remote
village of Three Pines to investigate the murder of a wealthy socialite named CC de Poitiers.

Tiny Beautiful Things

Love

After Danny delivers shocking news, Rae reveals who dropped off the missing money - leading Clare to
bring her on a road trip to Clare's childhood home. In the past, Clare races to get Lucas to the hospital for
Frankie's last days.

The Umbrella Academy

Wedding At The End Of The World

With the universe collapsing around them, the gang gathers for a day of romance, awkwardness and
debauchery at the Hotel Obsidian.

Unprisoned

Are You My Mother Wound?

Having her dad back in her life forces Paige to confront her mother wound – which leads to the ultimate
housewarming dinner that devolves into a fierce competition for her love.



Up Here

Special

Miguel pursues a promising lead and Lindsay meets a childhood hero, as they both confront the new
realities of their evolving relationship.

The Upshaws

Now What

The family sends Regina off as she takes on a new endeavor, but a sudden change of plans has Lucretia
and Bennie worried about her — and the future.

The Watcher

Welcome, Friends

Soon after the Brannock family moves into their dream home, they receive a threatening letter from a
mysterious sender — and suffer an unexpected loss.

Wedding Season

Episode 1.7

Katie and Stefan have made it to Texas, disguised as wedding dress fitters to infiltrate a massive crime
family wedding, with a plan to extract a confession from the real killer. But they reveal more than either
bargained for.

Wednesday

Woe What A Night

Wednesday asks Xavier to the Rave'N dance, sparking Tyler's jealousy — but Thing's got something up his
sleeve. Meanwhile, Eugene stakes out the cave.

The White Lotus

That's Amore

Still doubting Ethan, Harper gets real during a wine tasting trip with Cameron and Daphne. Meanwhile,
Tanya and Portia embark on a whirlwind two-day excursion to Palermo with Quentin and Jack, Albie
navigates a misunderstanding with Lucia, and Valentina makes a staffing change to get flirtatious Rocco
away from Isabella.

Will Trent

A Bad Temper And A Hard Heart

When an APD agent goes missing, Will examines the crime scene and locates a secret message putting him
back on the path to justice and finding the missing pieces to his past.

Will Trent

Pilot

Special Agent Will Trent of the GBI relies on keen instincts to uncover the truth when a murder
investigation reveals theres more to the story than meets the eye.

Yellowjackets

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.



Yellowstone

Watch ‘Em Ride Away

John tells Clara to cancel his Capitol meetings to brand cattle with the Yellowstone cowboys; Beth's disdain
for a perceived rival reaches a boiling point.

You

She's Not There

Torn between his dark side and good intentions, Joe works to right his wrongs. After attempting to help
Phoebe, Kate faces her father - and hard truths.

Your Honor

Part Twenty

Michael exposes shocking information that impacts everyone. A startling revelation pushes Fia to make a
life-altering decision. Big Mo proposes a deal with Jimmy Baxter. Gina manipulates her father Carmine to
make a move of her own. Season finale.

End of Category



Outstanding Period And/Or Character Makeup (Non-Prosthetic)

Acapulco

Hollywood Nights

Diane‘s past catches up with her as Las Colinas hosts the wrap party for a big Hollywood movie. Maximo
faces a moral dilemma.

American Horror Story: NYC

Thank You For Your Service

Gino grapples with his trauma. Patrick's search takes him to dark places. A stranger contacts Hannah with
a grave warning.

Andor

Announcement

As the Empire reels from the impact of the Aldhani heist, Senator Mon Mothma is more exposed than ever.
After a reality check from Luthen, she orchestrates a bold move to financially secure the Rebellion’s future
at a cocktail party at her home on Coruscant.

Black Bird

WhatsHerName

In the aftermath of a prison riot, Jimmy and Larry find themselves with time to learn more about each
other.

BMF

High Treason

The Flenory brothers travel to Atlanta during Freaknik to set up a new distribution hub for BMF and
reconnect with their business associates, Ty Washington and Goldie – yet not everyone survives the road
trip.

Boston Strangler

A true-crime thriller about two female reporters who became the first journalists to connect the Boston
Strangler murders of the 1960s. Loretta McLaughlin and Jean Cole bravely pursued the story at great
personal risk, putting their own lives on the line in their quest to uncover the truth.

Carnival Row

New Dawn

When Philo plots to challenge Jonah's hereditary claim to the Chancellorship, Vignette intervenes.

Chucky

Chucky Actually

Back in Hackensack for the holidays, the 3 Amigos receive a special gift. Tiffany plots her escape.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Bad Meat

After throwing his neighbor off the stench coming from his apartment, Jeff heads to a local bar, where a
stranger takes him up on a tempting offer.



Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 10: Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide

Series finale. Daisy Jones & The Six perform to a sold-out crowd at Soldier Field in Chicago. Behind the
scenes there is heartbreak, for Daisy, Billy and Camila, for Karen and Graham and for Eddie. This is the
story of that fateful day- and how their lives were forever changed.

The English

The Buffalo Gun

Eli sets his compass for a new direction to atone for a past wrong and, now united in their hunt for
revenge, grows closer to Cornelia. Trafford makes desperate preparations.

A Friend Of The Family

The Great Deceiver

Jan goes missing again and the FBI’s hands are tied, but the Brobergs press on in their search for answers;
the case takes a heavy toll on Pete as he digs deeper into B.’s past; Jan learns to blend in a strange new
environment.

George & Tammy

Justified & Ancient

After over a decade apart, a devastating event reunites the former President and First Lady of Country
Music for one final tour. Will country music’s greatest power couple find clarity and grace before they face
their final curtain?

Ghosts

Whodunnit

Sam, Jay and the ghosts go into detective mode when Sam’s podcast editor gives her one last episode to
wrap up Alberta’s murder. Also, Trevor, Flower and Pete discover an email from a Nigerian prince asking
for help.

Godfather Of Harlem

Angel Of Death

Bumpy and Colombo face off for control of the heroin trade when Monsieur 98 returns to bring in the next
shipment. Omar makes a romantic appeal to Elise. Pettigrew discovers cocaine through his love affair with
a Cuban woman.

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

So This Is Rydell?

The school election approaches and both sides re-examine what they stand for. New girl Hazel starts her
first day at Rydell and tries to stay impartial… and invisible.

The Great

Ice

Catherine tries to persuade Peter to come home whilst Hugo re-doubles his attempts to regain his
kingdom. Georgina continues to play her complicated court games.

Great Expectations

Episode 4

As London life begins to take its toll, Pip’s immoral work with Jaggers brings Estella shockingly back into
this life.



Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Outside

Longing to fit in at work, awkward Stacey begins to use a popular lotion that causes an alarming reaction,
while an unnerving transformation takes shape.

Hello Tomorrow!

From The Desk Of Stanley Jenkins

A new market provides the perfect chance to redefine what people think about your product, your
company, and you.

High School

The Con

Season finale. As the school year ends, relationships are tested. Sara confronts Phoebe about her secret
summer plans minutes before the start of her debut performance with Tegan. Maya arrives at the
performance but leaves when she sees Tegan hugging Cass. Patrick, in the throes of grief, proposes to
Simone.

House Of The Dragon

We Light The Way

Daemon pays a long overdue visit to his wife in the Vale. After losing favor with the king, Otto lays out
harsh realities for Alicent – who later seeks the truth about the rumors surrounding Rhaenyra. At High
Tide, Viserys and Rhaenyra broker agreements with Lord Corlys and Ser Laenor.

Hunters

Van Glooten's Day 1972 Butter Sculptor Of The Year

Two years after The Hunters scattered, Jonah is living in Paris with his fiancée, Clara. He discovers the
most notorious Nazi in history may still be alive. Meanwhile, in Los Angeles, Millie prosecutes a dangerous
war criminal. And Meyer Offerman encounters a dangerous threat that could expose his true identity.

A League Of Their Own

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

Love & Death

Encounters

As their affair continues, Candy fears that she and Allan are at risk of breaking their first rule – no feelings.
Later, Candy bristles at news that Allan and Betty have signed up for a Christian marriage retreat.

The Mandalorian

Chapter 22: Guns For Hire

Din Djarin and Bo-Katan journey to an opulent world in search of the Mandalorians that once served
alongside her. On the way they are ensnared in local politics and must solve the case of the malfunctioning
droids before they can confront the rest of the clan stationed there.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Susan

Susie ropes Midge into performing at the Building New York Expo where Midge is forced to don a trash man
costume. At dinner post-theater, Abe mocks Rose for misinterpreting the play’s storyline. Susie bumps into
Hedy, Gordon’s wife, and runs away, trying to steer clear of revisiting their shared past.



Mike

Monster

Cus D'amato discovers Mike at 13, gives him discipline, extremely honed skills and an ego, transforming
Mike into the youngest Heavyweight Champion of all time. But at what cost?

My Best Friend's Exorcism

In this darkly comedic horror-thriller set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen
(Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

1923

The War Has Come Home

Jacob, Cara, and the Duttons go into town to take care of some business, and pleasure. Spencer and
Alexandra decide they won't waste any time, and later find new danger. The Duttons realize the feud with
the sheepherders is far from over.

Paper Girls

Matinee

Desperate to find a way home, Tiff leads the girls to her adult self, who accomplished so many of her
childhood dreams but she isn’t everything that was expected. Together they work to decode Larry’s ledger
as the Old Watch close in.

Peaky Blinders

Black Shirt

Back home, Tommy forges an alliance with the unlikeliest of people to sweeten his proposal to Jack Nelson.
Daughter Ruby makes a troubling claim.

Perry Mason

Chapter Thirteen

As the Gallardos’ trial nears, Perry attempts to negotiate with the DA. Rafael and Mateo recount the real-
life consequences of the McCutcheons’ Los Angeles expansion. Later, the pursuit of a lead lands Paul in
danger, and Perry makes a convincing demonstration in court.

Peter Pan & Wendy

Peter Pan and Wendy is a classic fantasy re-telling of fierce mischievous Pirates, a helpful group of lost
kids, and fairies let by the fearless Tigerlily. To save a courageous girl who wins the heart of the boy who
never wanted to grow up.

Physical

Don’t You Want Me

Sheila has replaced her former vice with a new one, while her frustration with Danny builds.

Quasi

A hapless hunchback yearns for love, but finds himself in the middle of a murderous feud between the
Pope and the king of France when each orders the hunchback to kill the other.

Schmigadoon!

Welcome To Schmicago

Feeling joyless in the real world, Josh and Melissa attempt to return to Schmigadoon but instead find
themselves in the darker world of Schmicago.



See

I See You

Series Finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

The Serpent Queen

Medici Bitch

Queen Catherine begins to tell the story of her life to Rahima, a servant girl, revealing how she came to
enter the French Royal Court at the age of 14.

Shadow And Bone

Meet You In The Meadow

As Alina reels over the staggering cost to harness the Firebird's power, Kirigan readies his army for a
ferocious battle pitting Grisha against Grisha.

A Small Light

Legacy

With the end of the war in sight, Miep fights to keep Otto’s business running, hoping the Franks will return
home. After the Allies liberate Amsterdam, Miep and Jan dedicate themselves to finding the Franks and the
other Jewish residents of The Annex.

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

Vampire Academy

Molnija

During campaign season on the royal tour, Rose tries to find peace as Lissa seeks answers about her magic
from an unlikely source; Christian confides in a new friend.

Vikings: Valhalla

Towers Of Faith

Freydis finds a new home. Harald formulates a daring new plan to take back Norway, but Leif's not on
board. A new threat appears in London.

Waco: The Aftermath

Conspiracy

Carol infiltrates Elohim City, where there is a chilling undercurrent about an imminent war. Cogdell has
multiple wins during cross examinations but is unsure whether it will be enough. Carol struggles to keep
her cover at Elohim City. Vernon’s battle for control over Mount Carmel takes a perilous turn.

A Waltons Thanksgiving

The Walton family enthusiastically prepares for the annual Harvest Festival Fair on Walton's Mountain in
1934, but a young boy's arrival dramatically changes their lives.



Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the unexaggerated true story about the greatest musician and sex
symbol of our time. With Evan Rachel Wood, Rainn Wilson, and a cast of thousands.

Welcome To Chippendales

Leeches

While Nick takes the Big Apple by storm, Steve is back in LA staring down a discrimination lawsuit.
Jealousy flares when Nick becomes a media darling -- and the face of the brand.

Westworld

Années Folles

While Maeve and Caleb infiltrate Temperance World and find a level within a level, Bernard and Stubbs go
on the beginning of Bernard's quest to save the world. Meanwhile, Uwade and Frankie prepare to move
out, but discover that all is not as it seems.

What We Do In The Shadows

The Night Market

The vampires take a trip to the secret Night Market, where all the supernatural creatures gather to barter
and haggle.

White House Plumbers

The Beverly Hills Burglary

Disgraced former CIA Agent E. Howard Hunt and eccentric former FBI agent G. Gordon Liddy are recruited
by the Nixon White House to destroy the reputation of Pentagon Papers leaker Daniel Ellsberg. They call
themselves The Plumbers, because their job is to fix leaks.

The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Ballads, Brawlers And Bloodied Blades

A tavern brawl puts Éile on a collision course with destiny, emotions get the best of Fjall after a close call,
and a royal betrayal leads to bloodshed.

End of Category



Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup

American Horror Story: NYC

The Sentinel

Patrick's search reaches an epic conclusion; the group shifts its focus, but a different plan is in store for
Hannah.

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

In Throes Of Increasing Wonder...

Louis de Pointe du Lac lives in 1910 New Orleans as executor-in-charge of his family's fortune. When he
meets the vampire Lestat, Louis' life begins to unravel in otherworldly ways. 110 years later, Louis tells his
story to journalist Daniel Molloy.

The Boys

Barbary Coast

The Boys visit Grace and Ryan; Butcher, secretly suffering from the effects of V24, wants answers about
Grace’s time in Nicaragua with Soldier Boy. Starlight threatens to release the flight video; Homelander
taunts that he’ll annihilate everything in his path. Little Nina demands that Frenchie reveal where Cherie is
hiding.

Carnival Row

New Dawn

When Philo plots to challenge Jonah's hereditary claim to the Chancellorship, Vignette intervenes.

Dead Ringers

Six

Series finale. On the eve of Genevieve’s month-long work trip, Beverly receives an award and disparages
Elliot in her acceptance speech. Greta launches her art show highlighting her mother’s death after giving
birth to her. Beverly, unable to sever ties, reunites with Elliot and together they commit an unthinkable
act.

The English

Cherished

Cornelia finally confronts the man who killed her son and new revelations come to light. Love both lost and
found determines a final showdown with irreversible consequences.

For All Mankind

Seven Minutes Of Terror

The race to land first on Mars brings together unexpected allies.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

Dreams In The Witch House

Years after his twin sister's death, a researcher ventures into a dark, mysterious realm with the aid of a
special drug, determined to bring her back.

House Of The Dragon

The Lord Of The Tides

Six years later. With the question of the Driftmark succession suddenly critical, Rhaenyra and Daemon
urgently return to King’s Landing. As Viserys’ health continues to deteriorate, Rhaenyra attempts to strike
a bargain with Rhaenys. Alicent and Otto hear petitions for the Driftwood Throne.



Kaleidoscope

Violet (24 Years Before The Heist)

In the past, family man Leo tries to leave his life of crime behind, but a tempting job and a persuasive
partner make old habits hard to break.

The Last Of Us

Infected

In 2003, an Indonesian scientist makes a devastating discovery. In 2023, now outside of the quarantine
zone, Joel and Tess clash over Ellie’s fate as they navigate a long-abandoned Boston overrun with Infected.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Adar

Galadriel and Halbrand are rescued at sea and brought to the kingdom of Númenor. Arondir finds himself a
captive of the Orcs and makes escape plans with his fellow prisoners. The night before the Harfoots’
migration, The Stranger makes himself known, putting Nori’s family in jeopardy of being left behind.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Four Minutes

Series finale. Midge lands a spot on The Gordon Ford Show. Minutes before air, Gordon drops a bomb:
Midge will appear as a writer, not as a comic. Will Midge go along with this bait and switch, or will she
break the rules, grab the mic, and claim center stage?

9-1-1

Tomorrow

Hen fears for Karen's life when an explosion rocks her science lab on the day she brings Denny to work
with her.

Obi-Wan Kenobi

Part II

On a dangerous crime ridden world, Obi-Wan encounters con artists and Inquisitors while attempting to
rescue a young Princess Leia from kidnappers. The Third Sister Inquisitor (Reva) reveals to Kenobi the
shocking news that his former padawan Anakin Skywalker, now known as Darth Vader, is still alive.

The Orville: New Horizons

Midnight Blue

The Orville crew visits Heveena’s sanctuary world and embarks on a journey that may leave the entire
Union more vulnerable.

The Peripheral

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.



Prey

An action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the newest entry in the Predator franchise
about a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a
technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Queen To Be

Betrothed against her will to King George, young Charlotte arrives in London on her wedding day and faces
scrutiny from the monarch's cunning mother.

Resident Alien

The Alien Within

Halloween comes to Patience as Harry sheds his human mask.

The Sandman

A Hope In Hell

A lead on the whereabouts of his helm compels Morpheus to seek an audience with Lucifer. A confused
John receives a helping hand from a good Samaritan.

See

I See You

Series Finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this hilarious, adrenaline-fueled adventure
as Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Snowfall

Sacrifice

Franklin attempts to recover his stolen money.

Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews, both old and new, fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they've ever faced. The Borg.

Teen Wolf: The Movie

The wolves are howling once again, as a terrifying ancient evil emerges in Beacon Hills. Scott McCall, no
longer a teenager yet still an Alpha, must gather new allies and reunite trusted friends to fight back
against this powerful and deadly enemy.

Vampire Academy

Near Guard, Far Guard

Rose proves she's a great leader, but at a terrible cost; taking control of her life, Lissa makes a radical
decision; Victor takes a stand.



Vikings: Valhalla

Pecheneg

Harald makes a risky move and falls into the hands of the Pechenegs. Olaf sets out to find Jombsborg and
stumbles upon an unlikely source of help.

Wednesday

A Murder Of Woes

Wednesday lands in trouble with Principal Weems, but that's just the start of her problems. To fight an
ancient evil, she'll need all her friends’ help.

Westworld

Fidelity

To thine own selves be true.

What We Do In The Shadows

The Night Market

The vampires take a trip to the secret Night Market, where all the supernatural creatures gather to barter
and haggle.

End of Category


